
2013 ARM Conference®  
 
We will lead sessions on: 
 
* Pricing and Revenue Management – best practices 
* Business Intelligence – the new science of discovery 
* New direct revenue opportunities – more ancillary income possibilities that work 
* Expense Management – the latest in managing controllable expenses 
 
Preliminary 2013 Sessions Include: 
 

1) Secret Shopping and Pricing Discussions Gone Wrong: ARM features 
a look at the 10 biggest disconnects in leasing agent and prospect pricing 
discussions. From differences between advertised and quoted lease terms 
to leasing agents negotiating for better pricing on behalf of the prospect, 
learn how to avoid pricing pitfalls at the point of sale. Speakers with actual 
pricing discussions captured on video will be offered top priority for this 
eye-opening ARM event.  
 

2) Can You Beat the System? Human vs. Algorithm: Despite the 
multifamily revenue management adoption curve, stalwarts remain who 
insist they can price their units better without software. On the flip side, 
consumers have learned to anticipate when dynamic pricing systems 
produce lower costs (think cheap airline flights). We'll take a look at both 
issues to determine if human business savvy can out play mathematics, or 
if algorithms are ultimately agnostic to the motives behind purchasing 
behavior. 

 
3)  Baby Come Back: The Best in Renewal Analytics: If lead source can 

provide insight on conversion rates, can it likewise predict propensity to 
renew? Using lead attribution as a starting base and examining touch-
points across the customer experience lifecycle, we'll feature rent roll 
specialists who are crunching the numbers and finding what input factors 
influence resident renewal decisions, alongside traditional 90, 60, 30-day 
form letters. Get em to re-sign on the dotted line with renewal strategies 
proven at best in class communities across the country. 

 
4) Customer Relationship Management Systems and Business 

Intelligence! With the speedy evolution of Business Intelligence into the 
multifamily asset manager's lexicon, it's time for a comprehensive review 
of the data and analytics available for making more optimized operational 
and rent/renewal decisions. ARM this year will make the case for broader 
adoption and integration of CRM systems into apartment management, 
featuring a panel of owners already seeing results by integrating 
management, marketing, and maintenance data into better analytics on 



resident and prospect willingness to convert, renew, and pay premiums on 
their rental lifestyle decision-making. 

 
5) Top 10 Submarkets Situation Room: Are submarket performance and 

revenue gain opportunities in the eye of the beholder? The ARM executive 
power panel matches a market data expert with a street-smart CEO and 
an authority on localized apartment search for a look at 10 of the countries 
hottest submarkets in a multi-disciplinary analysis of the intersection 
between submarket rent fundamentals, unit pricing, and real demand from 
observed prospect traffic. 

 
6) Better Input = Better Output: Benchmarking and Comps: Operational 

and pricing decisions can only be as good as the street intelligence of the 
asset and community managers who are calling the shots. Still, submarket 
competitive sets and asset benchmarking remain anything but an exact 
science. Successful operators will share tactics for gaining better precision 
behind the decision with a comprehensive review of the best strategies for 
obtaining reliable tactical data sets. 

 
7) Expense Reductions: Making money can be as easy as saving money. 

ARM takes an exclusive, real world, case study look at the savings 
opportunities available to asset managers with the brains and brawn for 
pulling cash back out of property tax, energy, bad debt, personnel, 
healthcare, RUBS, and overhead telecom cost budget line items. 

 
8) In the Hot Seat: Top New Revenue and Asset Management 

Companies: Back by popular demand, we'll feature a panel of the most 
progressive and compelling start-ups in multifamily in a lighting round 
presentation of promised value propositions. Keep ahead of the curve with 
this who's who in developing systems, software, and operations 
technologies for the apartment industry. 

 
9) Asset Valuation Forecasting: Black Swans and the Top 5 Things You 

Can't Control: Global insurance companies have been largely successful 
by mitigating risk with reliable forecasting, but even the best actuaries face 
unforeseen events. From crime and population to global warming, natural 
resource depletion and economic disasters, we'll take a deeper look into 
the how and why behind the forces majeure that can significantly 
deteriorate ROI and exit caps. 

 
 

10)  New Ancillary Income Ideas: In our companion panel to ARM's expense 
reductions presentation, we'll take a look at some of the most successful 
ancillary revenue programs available to the multifamily operator. From 
tried and true income generators to newer, outside the box ideas, this 



session will feature operators sharing their NOI prove-outs of the best in 
ancillary revenue programs. 
 

11) Owners Only: Revenue Management Roundtable: ARM is pleased to 
offer its first owners-only roundtable meeting. Featuring a leadership panel 
of five revenue management veterans and five relatively new-to-the-scene 
adopters, this closed door session is intended to discuss industry 
opportunities and challenges from a player-only perspective and designed 
to set a user's expectation blue print for better enhancement in vendor 
software design, product implementation and integration, and 
improvement in system capabilities. 

 
12) Budgeting and Deal Underwriting -- The Excel era is over: Powerful 

new tools and systems have arrived for streamlining the budgeting 
process and crunching the due diligence numbers. Pump up your P&L and 
catalyze significant cap-rate improvements with the application of 
budgeting and valuation software to accounting and underwriting systems 
and processes.  

 
13)  Untapped Arbitrage: Resident Satisfaction: Can we convert customer 

satisfaction into a raw score and use it to generate quantifiable demand 
curves? We'll look at resident satisfaction as the number one driver of 
renewals and how measured customer service improvement can become 
not only the top driver of incremental revenue, but a significant arbitrage 
opportunity for value-added investor models.  

 
 


